
can also do harm.
However, it is the statement that ‘Not to

have incentivised GPs to identify a group of
people who were more at risk clinically ...
would have been negligent’ that is truly
outrageous. Here there are QOF points for
applying a universal method that also has
substantial error rates, with the possibility
again that this will lead to over and under
identification.DrCohenherehas subscribed
to the suggestion both damaging and now
proved to be erroneous, that GPs will only
take action that is financially rewarded. If the
lie were correct, thenwhat is the implication
for all those other patients with long-term
disabling conditions, also at higher risk of
depression? Or is he suggesting that this
QOF provision should be extended to all
patients? In which case it would become,
effectively, a screening programme for
which, again as Toop points out, there is no
convincing evidence.2
The QOF approach began as a limited set

of targets to encourage more universal
application of a number of measures that
were backed by sound evidence and
generally accepted as both achievable and
beneficial. It has gradually expanded to
incorporate more dubious measures that
command less acceptance, and looks more
and more like a set of hoops to make
recalcitrant GPswork harder with little extra
gain for patients. Meanwhile, the clamour
fromnumerous lobby groups for inclusion of
their pet measures in the QOF continues to
grow. Not only de-professionalising, but very
depressing and sadly, all too predictable.
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Primary care
electronic health
records: who is in
control?
As a late adopter of electronic health

records, apart from repeat prescribing, I was
reluctant to leavemy efficient paper practice
notes that I controlledandwrotemypatient’s
narrative. It is now routine to record such
contacts on the computer record but my
eyes rarely lift from the keyboard. At the
same time part of my mind is involved with
the software set-tasks, often government
driven, that need to be slavishly tackled in
order togainessential payment. Iwarnedmy
past colleagues that this was the electronic
hamster wheel of the medical primary care
workload and they have nearly all retired
early. I am still at the primary care coalface
but this is due in part in trying towrest some
personal control of this electronic record in
order to aidmy patient care.
Here I refer to the recommendation to

use clinical indications on all repeat
prescriptions, which is a an excellent use of
the repeat prescription electronic process,
described in detail on my website.1 The
latest draft of the GMC guidelines on good
prescribing recommends that all doctors
should consider including such a process in
their prescribing.2 Smoking recording is
another area that has needed revisiting and
my smoking pack year calculator3 provides
a smoking exposure dose on those ‘ever
smokers’ so that smoking is searchable and
potentially predictive. In addition I have
developed some paediatric drug dosage
calculators to aid my busy everyday work.
These self-created additions have given me
themuch needed personal ‘locus of control’
of the electronic health record, but will
scream in the face of industry standard
setting and may make it impossible to
transfer my detailed data reliably from GP
system to system.Still I cherishmypatient’s
records in our small practice and a recent
letter from a young consultant vascular
surgeon unprompted said it all ... ‘The
computerised notes summary in your
surgery is extremely impressive’.
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Electronic health
records: research into
design and
implementation
I was surprised that the only systematic
review referenced in the editorial on
electronic records in your October issue1
was 10 years old and based on studies of
record systems that are long obsolete.2 The
editorial failed tomention a 2009 systematic
review by my own team, that summarised
24 previous systematic reviews on
electronic records (including Mitchell and
Sullivan’s) and that offered a new synthesis
of primary literature from the organisation
and management literature, including but
not limited to actor-network theory
approaches.3 The editorial also failed to
mention the 2011 ‘review of reviews’ of e-
health applications by Ashly Black and
colleagues, that summarised 108 previous
systematic reviews on electronic records
and other information and communication
technologies in health care.4 While this
editorial made some good points and
referenced some of the important recent
studies and commentaries in this area, it
was ‘freely submitted, not externally peer
reviewed’ and illustrates the dangers of
such a policy.
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